Abstract—With the advent of displays of varied features like bendable displays, twistable displays and slant displays the feed of these displays need to be adjusted so that useful objects of the scene are not destroyed. In general, if we want to project a particular scene of specified size after capturing on the display of other dimensions, image resizing is done. In image resizing, the whole image will be converted into dimension of the target display. In the process the whole image, including all the objects may be expanded or squeezed depending on the size of the target display. But, in image retargeting, in addition to changing the size of the image to suit the target display, some additional intelligence will be added there by preserving or retaining useful objects and removing unnecessary background information. In this paper, the global significance map will drive the retargeting which is formed by merging the local significance maps. The local significance maps are derived after forming regions by considering the average intensity levels locally. The simulation results clearly show the superiority of the scheme proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Image retargeting is a process of changing image dimensions with respect to specific target display and it has a close relation to the regular image resizing. The basic difference between image resizing and image retargeting is that in image resizing the length and width of image will vary as per the requirement. For instance, if the number of rows need to be increased then additional rows will be added in corresponding to the existing rows. So, this operation will be performed in a uniform fashion. Similarly, if the number of rows need to be reduced then few rows will be removed in a regular fashion. Regular mean that uniform positions will be selected for removal of rows of pixel. So, image resizing is just changing the dimension of an image and image retargeting can be considered as a broader class image resizing [1]-[4].

In image retargeting, in addition to changing the dimension of an image some additional intelligence will be given to the process of changing the dimension in such a way that useful information will not be disturbed and in case if the size needs to be increased additional rows or columns will be added in the region of interest. Generally, the region of interest will be where some useful objects are present in the image. For example, if we consider any image there will be foreground as well as background regions. In background region there will be few objects which usually be rejected to be considered as a useful object whereas in the foreground all the objects will be considered as useful objects and hence, they cannot be ignored [5]-[9].

The image free targeting mainly arises because of latest display units which can which can be folded bend or even twisted nowadays we have wearable display units which tends to change its appearance as well as size so because of these the images or videos which are being played or displayed on these display units need to get adapted to the dimensions of display units as and when they change date and appearance and shape [10]-[12].

The purpose of retargeting is when the display unit change its size and appearance the objects of the image should not change its significance in the process to identify useful objects or important objects in the image and also need to identify the region of image which can be ignored to some extent. So, this directly mean that the process involves in identifying two kinds of regions in the image one is significant other one is less significant [13].

2 BACKGROUND

Image resizing can be done in a regular way by simply changing the aspect ratio of the image. The aspect ratio can be changed by reducing the number of pixels in rows and columns as desired by the target display unit. The simplest technique is to suppress the pixels row or column-wise as depicted in Fig. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1, the columns are reduced by merging adjacent pixels. Similarly, in Fig. 2, the rows are reduced by merging adjacent pixels [14]. The problem with this scheme is that the merging takes place uniformly over the image are and doesn’t consider the features and object characteristics in the image [15].
If this is the case, then the crucial objects in the image will undergo the squeezing or expanding effect which degrades the quality of the image. Example of such a case is shown in the Fig. 3.
3 PROPOSED SCHEME

The block the block diagram shows the complete process. The first step is to take the input the input will be given to localization block. Here the localization means identifying different or similar regions so this process is generally done by different functions or contours. Initially the contour will start to divide the image into regions and then the contour changes its shape and try to identify as many significant regions as possible. Region should not be very large in the sense the number of regions should be small to make it clearer. The number of regions should not be very small like dissimilar areas should not be mixed in a same region at the same time the number of regions should not be very large so if there are large number of regions, the processing will be difficult. Hence there is a trade-off at the total number of regions.

In the block diagram, the localization is placed in some sort of loop. So, this indicates that localization is not an autonomous process which cannot be done in a single shot. Localization is a repetitive process. After localization, calculation of significance map for individual local regions will be done. This is indicated in the block diagram. The main difference between the existing techniques and the proposed technique lies in the calculation of local maps for individual local regions. In the earlier techniques, there are no local regions. Correspondingly, there are no local maps. Hence there will be a single map for the whole image. So that's why in uniform retarding scheme, many useful pixels will be lost. So, in the proposed technique, significance maps are calculated for each local area separately and they are integrated in such a way that there are no visual artifacts in the process of merging these local significant maps.

After calculating local significance maps, these are integrated to generate global significance map. So, before generating the global significance map, as in the case of sparse coding, when the individual patches will be combined after pre-processing. Here also the individual local maps need to be mapped properly at the neighbours or boundaries and scaling will be done. So, after calculating local significance map to individual local regions scaling factor will be calculated. Then, after applying the scaling factor to individual local regions global significance map will be generated and when we apply this global significance map to the original image, we obtain retargeted image.
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Fig. 4 Scheme of proposed method

Based on the localization, i.e., after identifying the useful objects, the significance map is computed. A sample map is shown in Fig. 5.

![Significance Map Sample](image)

Fig. 5 Significance map of input image and non-uniformly resized image
Fig. 6 Simulation result: Input image, resized image using homogeneous resizing and proposed method
Fig. 7 Simulation result: Input image, resized image using homogeneous resizing and proposed method (Another test image)
4 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section the simulation results of the proposed technique are presented. As expected, the useful objects of the original image are retained in the retargeted image as shown in the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In the literature there are no objective design metrics for retargeting. The retargeting scheme is mainly analysed using subjective parameters. The subjective parameters include the perception with human intervention. Hence, in this work also only subjective performance analysis is carried. In comparison to the proposed scheme, the retargeted images using uniform retargeting clearly squeezes or expands the objects presented in the image which can be termed as a simple resizing. In contrast to this, in the proposal scheme as can be verified from the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the useful objects are retained and the background information was removed. Hence managing the required aspect ratio as well as required size.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a non-homogeneous image resizing is proposed using a region based adaptive scaling factor. The scheme can be easily adapted to include efficient architectures of localization and object detection schemes. The distortion resulted in the process of resizing was well distributed over the areas of less importance while retaining maximum information of the regions of importance. The scheme is tested with many test images including those with large as well as less information. The simulation results verify that the important regions are almost unaltered. The results of first image clearly shows the superiority of the scheme, where the distortion was shifted to the area in shadow. That distortion can also be moved to other portions of the image by changing the termination condition.
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